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Macroscopic Traffic Flow Changes around Ramps

Traffic is more turbulent around motorway ramps due to route choice related lane changes and anticipatory or cooperative manoeuvres. These manoeuvres result in changes in speed and headways and have a negative influence on traffic safety and capacity. However, the distance upstream where turbulence starts, and the distance downstream where it dissolves are yet unknown. In this paper we propose a new method for detecting the start and end distances of turbulence. This method relies on the analysis of large quantities of empirical loop detector data from multiple on-ramps and off-ramps at different sites. By comparing the traffic operations near ramps to those on a regular motorway section, the length of the turbulence influence area can be estimated. The scope of the research is limited to three-lane motorways in The Netherlands, and shows that the distribution of traffic over the motorway lanes is a useful indicator for turbulence.
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Introduction

Entering and exiting traffic on ramps and weaving areas causes lane changes in the traffic flow on motorways. These lane changes are not only performed by entering and exiting traffic but can also be a reaction of through-going traffic attempting to avoid or to make space for the entering traffic. Other behaviours can be decelerating or accelerating to increase or decrease the headway with the vehicle in front (HCM 2010). The collective name given to these responses is ‘turbulence’, (Abdel-Aty and Pande 2005; Golob, Recker, and Alvarez 2004; Kondyli and Elefteriadou 2011, 2012; Lee, Hellinga, and Saccomanno 2003). Turbulence is a common phenomenon in traffic (HCM 2010). The level of turbulence increases around motorway locations where mandatory lane changes occur, such as at on-ramps (Kondyli and Elefteriadou 2011), off-ramps and weaving areas. Turbulence has been shown to have a negative impact on

In (Beinum et al. 2016) we proposed the following definitions for turbulence in the vicinity of discontinuities, such as ramps:

(1) Turbulence: individual changes in speed, headways, and lanes (i.e. lane-changes) in a certain road segment, regardless of the cause of the change;

(2) Level of Turbulence: the frequency and intensity of individual changes in speed, headways and lane-changes in a certain road segment, over a certain period.

Turbulence is relevant for road design and should be taken into account by applying sufficient ramp spacing and sufficient road length for weaving traffic (AASHTO 2011; HCM 2010; Rijkswaterstaat 2014; FGSW 2008; The_Highways_Agency et al. 1994). There are different approaches to determine the required distance for ramp spacing (Fitzpatrick et al. 2011), such as decision and manoeuvre time, required length for road signs and providing sufficient weaving length (HCM 2010). The general concept behind these approaches is that turbulence around ramps will intensify when the available road length for lane changing becomes shorter (Bared, Edara, and Kim 2006; Pilko et al. 2007).

The actions of individual merging or diverging vehicles create turbulence near the ramp. The ramp influence area experiences a higher rate of lane-changing than is normally present on ramp-free sections of a motorway (HCM 2010). Thus, the Level of Turbulence is expected to increase before (upstream of) and to decrease after (downstream of) a ramp. Kondyli and Eleftheriadou (2012) found that turbulence due to merging manoeuvres begins 110 m upstream of the gore. The gore is the painted white
triangle which indicates that the road splits or merges. The default design of a motorway interchange is shown in Figure 1. According to the HCM (2010) the merge influence area occurs between approximately 460 m (1,500 ft.) upstream and 460 m downstream of the gore. To the best of our knowledge other literature that describes the start or the end of a raised level of turbulent traffic is not available.

[Figure 1 here]

The goal of this paper is to provide a method to determine empirically at what distance a raised level of turbulence starts upstream of a ramp and at what distance downstream of a ramp it dissolves. The length-of-motorway over which the level of turbulence is raised is relevant for road design guidelines. The spacing of successive ramps is determined based on this length. This is to prevent that the capacity of the motorway near an on-ramp or an off-ramp decreases too much and becomes a bottleneck when the traffic flow increases. However, little is known about this length, which hampers establishing solid design guidelines. Therefore additional research is needed to gain more knowledge about this length to validate or improve our current motorway design guidelines. This additional research should be based on empirical data and should be generic for different situations, such as different traffic volumes.

Background

When traffic volume exceed the motorway capacity, traffic congestion occurs and the risk of crashes increases. This often happens in the proximity of on-ramps and off-ramps (Lee and Abdel-Aty 2008) because of the changes in demand and capacity at these locations. For example: the on-ramp flow has an important impact on the

Turbulence which is created by entering or exiting traffic, and the courtesy or anticipatory related manoeuvres which are performed by through-going motorway traffic, reduces the motorway’s capacity (Abdel-Aty and Pande 2005; HCM 2010; Golob, Recker, and Alvarez 2004; Lee, Hellinga, and Saccomanno 2003). The Dutch legal traffic regulations state that a lane changing vehicle (for example an entering vehicle) has to give priority to vehicles in the target lane (Knoop et al. 2017; Daamen, Loot, and Hoogendoorn 2010). Nevertheless, vehicles on that target lane sometimes show courtesy to entering traffic by changing lane towards the median lane and sometimes also by reducing speed to create a larger gap which the entering vehicle can merge into.

At off-ramps exiting vehicles must change lanes to the outside lane of the motorway (if not already driving there) to access the deceleration lane. The increased traffic density on the outside lane and possible deceleration of exiting traffic may cause through-going motorway vehicles to change lanes to the centre or median lane to avoid exiting traffic (HCM 2010; Kondyli and Elefteriadou 2011).

It can be concluded from the above studies that lane changes are an important element of turbulence. In literature, lane changes are categorized as either discretionary, mandatory or cooperative. Discretionary lane changes are performed by drivers to improve their position in the traffic stream (Kondyli and Elefteriadou 2012). Mandatory lane changes are performed as a result of strategic route choice decisions, such as to enter or to exit the motorway (Kondyli and Elefteriadou 2012; Minderhoud 1999). Cooperative lane changing is characterized by a follower that slows down (Hidas 2005) or changes lanes (Daamen, Loot, and Hoogendoorn 2010; Knoop et al. 2010) to allow
the subject vehicle to enter. Also, entering vehicles are sometimes willing to accept very short gaps as they enter the motorway, but ‘relax’ to more comfortable values shortly thereafter (Laval and Leclercq 2008; Marczak and Buisson 2015; Smith 1985; Sultan et al. 2002).

**Conceptual framework of turbulence**

The behaviour of individual vehicles (microscopic behaviour) has a macroscopic effect on the traffic stream. For example: a lane change will result in a changed density per lane and a changed headway distribution per lane. Acceleration and deceleration may also result in a changed headway distribution and speed differences between different vehicles. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2.

[Figure 2 here]

According to this theoretical framework, three different macroscopic effects are to be expected to occur at on-ramps and off-ramps: 1) change in density, 2) change in speed, and 3) change in headway (distribution).

Daamen, Loot, and Hoogendoorn (2010) found that through-going motorway traffic creates room for merging drivers (cooperative lane changing) at the location of the merge by changing lanes from the outside lane to an inside lane of the motorway. This behaviour will change the distribution of traffic over the different lanes (lane flow distribution), compared to a normal continuous stretch of motorway. It will also result in a lower fraction of flow on the outside lane just upstream of the on-ramp. Knoop et al. (2010) found that the lane flow distribution is different at on-ramps compared to a
regular continuous situation for densities greater than 10 veh/km. This is in part explained by cooperative lane changing. They also found that the fraction of flow on the median lane gets higher when the fraction of flow on the outside lane gets lower. The fraction of flow in the centre lane hardly changes. This phenomenon is also mentioned in the HCM (HCM 2010) and also found by (Carter, Rakha, and Aerde 1999). At off-ramps the opposite takes place. Just upstream of an off-ramp the fraction of flow on the outside lane is expected to be higher compared to an outside lane on a normal continuous stretch of motorway (Amin and Banks 2005).

One common assumption in driving Behaviour is that vehicles drive at a certain desired speed. A well-known theory that describes the macroscopic effects of desired speed is Daganzo’s behavioural theory of multi-lane traffic (Daganzo 2002a, 2002b). Daganzo categorizes drivers in aggressive (rabbits) and non-aggressive (slugs) drivers, and categorizes lane types in shoulder lanes and passing lanes. In free flow conditions rabbits will travel faster than slugs, with the rabbits all in the passing lane and the slugs all in the shoulder lane. Nevertheless, several studies have raised some doubts about this theory and suggest, contrary to Daganzo, that drivers are motivated by more than just the desired speed (Amin and Banks 2005; Banks and Amin 2003; Banks et al. 2003). A more complete theory should also consider factors such as lane and ramp configurations, average vehicle spacing, and lane-changing Behaviour. Despite the discussion about the theory it is safe to state that when a driver is not able to drive at the desired speed, a lane change may be imminent if possible.

In the European mainland countries, drivers are bound to the right-side rule by which it is mandatory for drivers to change lanes to the right if there is sufficient space to do so. Overtaking takes place on a left lane. This will naturally result in a situation where faster vehicles drive on the left and slower vehicles drive on the right side of the
In the vicinity of an on-ramp or off-ramp mandatory lane changes also take place as well as courtesy-related discretionary lane changes. When faster vehicles change lanes towards the outside lane and slower vehicles change lanes towards the median lane, the mean speed on all lanes may change due to the mixing of desired speeds.

**Motorway design guidelines**

Ramp spacing is an important part in motorway design and in design guidelines. The basic principle is that there should be sufficient spacing between succeeding ramps to cope with turbulence in the traffic stream. Different guidelines use different approaches for dealing with turbulence. For example: the AASHTO Green Book (AASHTO 2001) uses a set of minimum values for ramp spacing and the Dutch guidelines (Rijkswaterstaat 2014) use a criteria called ‘turbulence length’, which is the required distance between successive discontinuities. The prescribed lengths differ per type of discontinuity and per guideline. For example, Table 1 shows the different prescribed distances between an on-ramp followed by an off-ramp (measured from gore to gore) according to four different guidelines.

Literature and guidelines agree on the existence and importance of turbulence and state that a raised level of turbulence is present in a certain influence area upstream and downstream of a ramp. This influence area is relevant for determining the required ramp spacing to avoid traffic operations and traffic safety problems. There is however
no consistency when it comes to the length of this influence area. Some recommended values on the length to be considered are given: 457 m downstream of the gore of an on-ramp, and 457 m upstream of an off-ramp (HCM 2010); 110 m upstream and 260 m downstream of the gore of a ramp (Kondyli and Elefteriadou 2012); 150 m upstream / 750 m downstream of an on-ramp and 750 m upstream / 150 m downstream of an off-ramp (Rijkswaterstaat 2014). This inconsistency may be explained by differences in driving Behaviour in different countries, which is a cultural element and in some cases influenced by legislation.

Literature and guidelines show that the level of turbulence is expected to increase upstream and to decrease downstream of a ramp and that changes in lane flow distribution and changes in speed are indicators for turbulence. However, the distance upstream where turbulence starts and the distance downstream where it dissolves are yet unknown. As our study was conducted in The Netherlands we expect that the turbulence influence areas specified in the Dutch design guidelines give a good indication of where a raised level of turbulence starts and dissolves. However, this will be tested in this study.

Research setup

For this study we used empirical loop detector data from different on-ramps and off-ramps at several three-lane motorways in The Netherlands. These detectors provide 1-minute aggregated flow and mean speed data for each lane, which are used to calculate an approximate density. We have limited this study to free flow conditions only.

Since loop detectors in The Netherlands are spaced with a distance of about 300 - 500 m, it is not possible to observe a detailed gradual change in traffic characteristics. To tackle this problem an innovative approach was applied in which data from different
detectors at different sites are combined. The basics of this principle are shown in Figure 3.

To the best of our knowledge, no other use of this method is found in the literature. Our hypothesis is that data from loop detectors at different sites can be combined to study changes in the traffic flow for specific situations (e.g. ramps) when road design and traffic flow characteristics are similar. When the driving behavioural patterns of the driver population are similar, the macroscopic traffic flow characteristics at other similar sites will be comparable.

Accurate identification of changes in speed and flow requires that the detectors are spaced at small distances. A lane change takes about 5 s (Hill, Elefteriadou, and Kondyli 2015) which corresponds to a distance of approximately 140 m at 100 km/h. A difference in speed of 5 m/s takes about 150 m at an acceleration or deceleration rate of 1 m/s\(^2\) and an initial speed of 100 km/h. Therefore we aim for a minimum spacing of 150 m between trajectories.

The first step in our research is to test whether combined macroscopic loop detector data, that is collected from loop detectors at different sites, is suitable for studying macroscopic traffic flow changes at specific situations.

The second step in our research is to study the location where a raised level of turbulence starts and where it dissolves by comparing the measured traffic characteristics at a continuous stretch of motorway (basic motorway) to characteristics at ramps (on-ramp and off-ramp). The measured characteristics are the traffic flow distribution and the average speeds at the lane level.
**Data collection and processing**

The data was collected using loop detectors from different basic motorways, on-ramps and off-ramps. Loop detector data in The Netherlands is accessible on-line at the NDW website (NDW 2015). To meet the similarity demands for road design characteristics and traffic flow characteristics, various site criteria and data filters were applied. This resulted in a selection of sites, detectors and measurement periods.

**Site selection criteria**

The different sites must have comparable characteristics, such as design, legal speed limit and traffic composition. The sites should also be at sufficient distance from other motorway elements that could influence the macroscopic traffic characteristics. Criteria were applied for motorway characteristics (number of lanes, presence of peak hour lanes, variable speed limits), design (acceleration/deceleration lane length) and the distance to the nearest discontinuity upstream and downstream.

**Number of lanes, Motorway characteristics and Design**

Our innovative approach was applied for one common type of motorway in the Netherlands: a standard motorway with three lane carriageways and a legal speed limit of 100 km/h. Motorways which are equipped with peak traffic lanes or variable speed limits were excluded. Since the length of an acceleration lane or deceleration lane is expected to have an important effect on the stability of the main carriageway traffic flow (Ngoduy 2008) sites where the ramp has not been constructed according to the
Dutch design guidelines were also excluded. The selected motorways are all located in the western part of The Netherlands.

*Distance to the nearest discontinuity upstream and downstream*

To prevent the results being biased by other motorway elements further upstream or downstream, sufficient spacing to the nearest discontinuity upstream and downstream is required. The spacing criteria used in this study are the result of a trade-off between a large spacing and the number of sites that meet the criteria. The chosen values are shown in Figure 4. For an on-ramp the minimal distance downstream to the next discontinuity is 1000 m and the minimal distance upstream is 3600 m, measured from the gore. When these criteria are met, the detectors within the area of 700 m upstream and 2400 m downstream of the gore were used for the experiment. The same principle holds for the selection of on-ramps and off-ramp detectors.

[Figure 4 here]

*Data collection and filtering*

The measurements were taken at days with comparable conditions, such as: period of year, weather, daylight, amount of commuting and recreational traffic, and traffic density. A total of 34 days were selected. Unrealistic measurements were filtered from the data set.
Weather characteristics

April 2013 and 2014 were selected as input months because these months were neither winter nor summer months, had only few rainy days and had no extreme temperatures. Days with (> 10 mm) rainfall were excluded. In these months the macroscopic traffic flow characteristics were expected to be average.

Traffic characteristics

Only work days were selected. All weekend days and holidays were excluded. Fridays before the holidays were also excluded because traditionally many people in the Netherlands start traveling to their vacation destinations on those days.

Traffic density

Macroscopic changes in the traffic stream take place when vehicles enter or leave the motorway, and when these vehicles influence the driving behaviour of the surrounding vehicles. Therefore, macroscopic traffic conditions depend on the density and the analysis needs to be restricted to a certain density bin. The density should be high enough for entering vehicles to influence through-going motorway traffic. On the other hand, the density should not be too high to avoid measurements in congested traffic conditions. Knoop et al. (2010) found that on a three-lane motorway changes in lane flow distribution are significant for densities between 10 veh/km and 130 veh/km. In our database the measured densities range between approximately 15 veh/km and 80 veh/km (over all lanes). In this study we have chosen three different density bins for the analysis. The study focusses on a moderate density bin of 33 - 39 veh/km. The results for this density were compared to the results for a low density bin (25-27 veh/km) and a
high density bin (50-52 veh/km). Although harder to observe directly, density was chosen over traffic flow because density is more reliable for excluding congested traffic conditions than traffic flow.

*Unrealistic entries*

Unrealistic measurements were excluded from the dataset by applying two filters. The first filter excluded measurements with speeds above 220 km/h or below 80 km/h. High mean speeds could indicate a defect in the loop detector and mean speeds below 80 km/h could indicate congestion. Loops which are suspected to be defective were excluded entirely. The second filter excluded measurements with deviating data characteristics. Two criteria were used: 1) the relation between traffic density and fraction of flow and 2) the speed distribution. The traffic density on a lane is expected to increase when fraction of flow on that lane increases. A different relation could indicate a defect in the loop detector. The speed distribution is expected to have a single peak at approximately 100 km/h (the legal speed limit). A distribution with multiple peaks, or a significantly lower mean could suggest a temporary lower speed limit due to, for example, an incident. All days which showed multimodal distributions were excluded for that specific detector.

*Selected sites*

The selected detectors, and the characteristics of the filtered data are shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4.
Results

Combining loop detectors at different sites

The measured fraction of flow on the different lanes of a basic motorway is found to be comparable for different loop detectors at different sites. Figure 5 displays the average and the standard deviation of the measured fraction of flow for each basic motorway detector. The continuous lines represent a linear weighted least squares fit. The polynomial coefficients, as well as the RMSE values are displayed in the figure’s legend. The first polynomial coefficient shows that the slope of the line approaches zero. The coefficient for lane 1 does not deviate significantly from zero. The low RMSE values indicate a good fit. Both the slope and the RMSE indicate that different detectors at different sites give comparable results.

The measured deviations from the average speeds are all within a range of 3.8 km/h, which is a maximum deviation of 1.9% from the average speed. The mean and standard deviation of the speed measurements are shown in Figure 6. Again, the
continuous line represents a linear weighted least squares fit and the polynomial coefficients, as well as the RMSE values are displayed in the legend. The dotted lines represent the minimum and maximum measured mean speed. The first polynomial coefficient shows that the slope of the line is slightly negative. The slope deviates significantly from zero, which indicates that the measured speeds differ per detector. When site 2 is taken as a reference, Table 2 shows that the measured mean speed at a single site can range between 100.6 km/h and 103.7 km/h. The measured mean speeds at all the other detectors, except at site 2, are also within this speed range. The measured speeds at site 2 are slightly higher (max. 104.4 km/h).

[Figure 6 here]

**Effects of turbulence**

Figure 7 shows the mean and standard deviation for the measured mean speeds at on-ramps and off-ramps. The dotted lines indicate the highest and lowest measured mean speed at the basic motorway. It shows that the measured mean speeds at on-ramps and off-ramps vary more than the measured mean speeds at the basic motorway.

The measurements at on-ramps show a drop in speed in the first 200 m downstream of the gore. Further downstream two measurements show a higher speed than measured at the basic motorway. The measured speeds at off-ramps are even more varied. At about 600 m prior to the off-ramp lower speeds are measured compared to the basic motorway. At about 750 m prior to the off-ramp higher speeds are measured and at about 250 m and 650 m downstream of the gore lower speeds are measured.
The lane flow distribution has been calculated for both the on-ramp and the off-ramp. The fraction of flow is calculated per lane for each detector and is compared to the basic motorway. Figure 8 shows the results. The calculated fractions of flow are depicted by an ‘o’. The thick line represents a fit (moving average over 5 points) and the dashed line represents the average value measured on the basic motorway.

The results show that the lane flow distribution changes near on-ramps and off-ramps. At on-ramps the changes start at about 300 - 200 m upstream where there is a slight shift of traffic from the right lane towards the left lane. Downstream of the on-ramp gore the fraction of flow on the right lane increases. This effect gradually reduces further downstream and is back to normal at about 900 m downstream.

At off-ramps the changes start about 1,000 m upstream with a slight shift of traffic from the left to the right lane. At 250 m upstream of the gore the change in fraction of flow is at its highest and seems to be gradually reducing further downstream. However, at 600 m downstream the lane flow distribution is still not comparable to that of the basic motorway.

The lane flow distributions near ramps for lower or higher densities show comparable changes. Figure 9 shows the lane flow distribution for a density bin of 25 - 27 veh/km, and Figure 10 shows the lane flow distribution for a density bin of 50 - 52 veh/km.
Discussion

The lane flow distribution appears to be a macroscopic indicator for turbulence around on-ramps and off-ramps. At on-ramps drivers tend to move to the left just prior to the start of the acceleration lane, which might be the result of cooperative or anticipatory Behaviour. Just downstream of the on-ramp the fraction of flow on the right lane increases, which is most likely the result of entering traffic.

Drivers tend to pre-allocate to the right lane before taking the motorway exit. The first change in fraction of flow is measured at 1,000 m upstream of an off-ramp gore and reaches a maximum on the right lane at the deceleration lane, which is to be expected since most lane changes occur at the deceleration lane. Just downstream of the deceleration lane the fraction of flow on the right lane is expected to decrease again, since exiting traffic will no longer be driving on the right lane. The data however does not show this. The data trend seems to progress towards the original values, but at 600 m downstream of an off-ramp gore the original values are not reached.

This study shows some interesting macroscopic changes in the traffic stream around ramps, compared to a basic motorway section. A change in the lane flow distribution at around 200 m upstream of an on-ramp and 1,000 m upstream of an off-ramp seems very plausible considering that a driver on the motorway who is approaching an on-ramp will only change lanes due to entering traffic if there is any entering traffic. A motorway driver can clearly see entering traffic at about 200 m upstream of the gore. Motorway drivers who want to exit the motorway at the next off-
ramp may pre-allocate by changing lanes after the exit sign on the side of the motorway. In The Netherlands the first exit sign is normally positioned at about 1,200 m upstream of an off-ramp. A second exit sign is positioned at 600 m upstream. This is where the change in lane flow distribution is almost at its peak.

The left and the right lane display the majority of changes in the lane flow distribution. The fraction of flow on the centre lane shows hardly any changes and is the highest of the three lanes. These findings are comparable to previous studies (Knoop et al. 2010; Carter, Rakha, and Aerde 1999; HCM 2010).

Speed is shown to be less stable around on-ramps and off-ramps than at basic motorway sections. Changes in speed are higher around off-ramps than around on-ramps. This could be explained by the difference in type of manoeuvre. Entering the motorway requires accelerating to the legal speed limit while exiting requires decelerating to a safe speed for taking the first curve of the off-ramp after the deceleration lane.

The location of the measured speed drop in the first 200 m downstream of the on-ramp gore corresponds with the location of the acceleration lane and the lower speed may be caused by entering traffic. The location of the speed drop 600 m prior to the off-ramp might be caused by pre-allocating exiting traffic. The higher speeds which are measured at about 750 m prior to the off-ramp might be caused by drivers who want to overtake vehicles that are pre-allocating towards the outside lane.

Our findings regarding the length over which the traffic stream is influenced by a ramp are based on a three-lane standard motorway only, under similar traffic and weather conditions. These findings are not compared to other motorway configurations or measurements in different conditions, therefore they do not describe a general nature of turbulence. In Table 5 our results are compared to earlier findings. This comparison
shows that our findings at on-ramps are comparable to the findings of Kondyli and Elefteriadou (2012) (the upstream value) and the Dutch motorway design guidelines (Rijkswaterstaat 2014). The influence length mentioned in the HCM deviates from our findings. These differences may however be partially explained by cultural differences in driving behaviour.

[Table 5 here]

No valid off-ramp loop detectors between 700m and 1000m were available and the spread of detectors between -170m and 676m is more than the required 150m. This study therefore does not make clear at which distance the basic motorway values are reached downstream of off-ramps. Another limitation for the off-ramp measurements is that the last 3 data entries (at -170m, 253m and 676m) originate from the same site (site 1). Since the measurements for both speed and lane flow distribution from the downstream off-ramp detectors seem implausible, site 1 may for some reason not be representative. This could be explained by a large number of heavy vehicles, which are not included in this study because the number of heavy vehicles could not be retrieved from the loop detector data. A relatively large number of trucks could explain both the lower measured mean speed and the greater amount of traffic on the right lane.

When our findings are compared to the motorway design guidelines for ramp spacing, it is shown that the use of a single ramp influence length, as assumed in (HCM 2010), does not correspond to the measured change in lane flow distribution. The measured changes in lane flow distribution are not symmetrical distributed around the acceleration or deceleration lane and are different for on-ramps and off-ramps. At on-ramps the lane flow distribution mainly changes downstream of the ramp and at off-
ramps it changes mainly upstream of the ramp. This principle corresponds to the method that is used in the Dutch guidelines (Rijkswaterstaat 2014), which uses specific upstream and downstream turbulence lengths which are different for on-ramps and off-ramps. Guidelines that use a fixed distance for ramp spacing, such as (AASHTO 2001; The_Highways_Agency et al. 1994; FGSW 2008) are potentially useful. However, for the case displayed in Table 1 the desired ramp spacing between an on-ramp followed by an off-ramp the prescribed spacing ranges between 450m and 1.100m. Our findings show a change in lane flow distribution that ends at 900m downstream of the on-ramp and starts at 1,000m upstream of the onramp. This means that a distance of 1,900m is required for a situation with no overlap of ramp influence areas, and therefore none of the mentioned guidelines provides a situation with no overlap of ramp influence areas. This raises the question to what extent these areas can overlap and what the consequences of such an overlap are.

**Conclusions**

This study shows that combining data from different loop detectors at different sites is a useful method for studying macroscopic traffic characteristics at comparable sites. Sites with comparable characteristics, such as number of lanes, acceleration and deceleration lane lengths, types of lanes (e.g. peak hour lanes), average flow and speed limits have comparable traffic flow characteristics such as actual speed and distribution of traffic over the different lanes. This enables us to get denser data than the standard interval of 300 - 500 m by which successive loop detectors are spaced.

The results show that the lane flow distribution on a three-lane motorway starts to change at about 200 - 300 m upstream of an on-ramp gore and remains until a maximum of about 500 m downstream of the gore. After 500 m it changes back to a level comparable to that on a basic motorway section. At 900 m downstream of the gore
the lane densities are back to the original level. At an off-ramp the fraction of flow starts
to change at about 1,000 m upstream of the gore, which corresponds with the first exit
sign at 1,200 m upstream of the off-ramp that introduces the upcoming motorway exit.
The distance downstream of an off-ramp gore at which the lane flow distribution is back
to the original basic motorway values could not be found. This is due to a limited
number of loop detectors that fit our selection criteria and probably due to the lack of
information about the number of heavy vehicles.

Our findings are useful for reflecting on motorway design guidelines, where the
Dutch guideline (Rijkswaterstaat 2014) proves to provide reasonably accurate ramp
influence area for a three-lane motorway. However, when it comes to designing a
motorway based on turbulence, the question arises to what extent areas with a raised
level of turbulence can overlap, this requires further research. Also, our measurements
are taken for only one motorway configuration and in good weather conditions. A
guideline however, should provide a safe road design for all motorway configurations
and should also take into account bad weather conditions. This should be considered
when these results are used for design guideline purposes. Further research with an
extended scope in configurations and environmental conditions is recommended. Also
an attempt to model the driving manoeuvres that lead to the observed phenomena is
recommended.

The data showed a change in lane flow distribution and a change in speed
compared to a basic motorway. The results show that drivers change lanes from left lane
to the centre lane and from the centre lane to the right lane, where the fraction of flow
on the centre lane remains constant. However, loop detector data gives no information
on the frequency and direction of these lane changes, i.e. from which lane to which lane.
Further research on this topic based on individual vehicle trajectory data is recommended.
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